
INFERNALIST 
A cultist demon-worshipper. 

Special Abilities 

 

 Abasement Rituals. You may lead a cult of demon worshippers in a ritual to lavish attention on a demon 
(present or otherwise.) Every hour the ritual goes on with at least a dozen cultists, clear 1 stress or 1 segment 
on a recovery clock (maximum 6 hours a day.) 
 

 Binding Rituals. If you know a demon’s name, OR have some of the demon’s physical form, you can bind the 
demon to your will. This is always dangerous. Negotiating a deal ahead of time with the demon’s infernal 
master on the other side of the mirror makes it somewhat safer. If your requests align with the demon’s 
nature and desires, it serves relatively well. Otherwise it uses passive aggression, literalism, and cunning 
maneuvers to punish you for your presumption. Most bindings last for a certain number of instances of 
service, or a time period, often a year and a day. A life must be ended in the binding ritual, usually an animal, 
but more pleasingly a human.  When the demon is free, it is seldom happy about its enslavement period. 
 

 Coveted Sacrifice. The demon you worship may identify a target that the demon wants to have sacrificed to it. 
If you successfully capture the human and sacrifice him or her in the proscribed way in a ritual lasting at least 
an hour, cleanse one Trauma.  
 

 Devoted. The brand on your flesh and the devotion in your heart combine to act as a fine item when dealing 
with demons, socially or physically. This can repel them, or add potency to their action, as you wish. 
 

 Familiar. You gain an infernal animal(ish) companion that can speak, see in the dark, bite with a mild paralytic 
poison, and survive as it is supernaturally tough and quick. You have a mental link with the creature, who is as 
smart as you are and eager to advance the demonic agenda (though it may take orders from your master over 
your own orders.) Lose 1 Trauma upon gaining the familiar, gain 2 Trauma if it is slain. 
 

 Infected Kiss. A demon can choose to grant a demonic special ability, adding 1 Trauma and granting an ability 
over the course of a single prolonged kiss (or other wet, painful body intrusion.) 
 

 Interrogative Rituals. You can use ritual magic to answer questions about demons. Where is a demon? What 
is its name? Has a demon been here recently? What does this demon want? The questions are answered by a 
hissing demon on the back side of the mirror, who charges between 1 and 3 stress based on how cooperative 
it is, and how well answering your question serves its agenda. A hasty gesture and whispered words adds +1 
stress, default to a ten minute ritual with chalk and basic implements, a longer ceremony with fine equipment 
can mean -1 stress. 

 

 Stored Power. The ritual takes 1 hour per stress infused. Take 1 stress to put 1 point of power into 
an amulet, ring, or object. Objects can hold up to 3 power, more with fine materials. You can clear 
stress normally. Spend the object’s power at will as stress resisting or aiding supernatural activity. 
You can carry up to 8 points of powered objects at a time without one or more leaking energy. 

 

Infernal Friends 

 Pirecht, human trafficker. 

 Haelecht, insane prophet. 

 Nyellis, pale fancy lady. 

 Grip, ruthless cult thug. 

 Kelwitz, cult recruiter. 

 Damatch, tattoo artist. 

Items 
0 Fine demonbane charm 
0 Book of Infernal Ritual 
0 Trance powder 
0 Ceremonial robes 
0 Sacrificial knife 
0 Satchel of implements 

Playbook Advancement 
 

 Convert a new cultist. 

 Carry out a demon’s will. 

 Demonstrate ruthless control. 

 Use a ritual to your advantage. 
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